“SENsATIONAL... A piece of beautiful cinema...Rough-hewn and poetic.”  
- Robert Koehler, Variety

“MESMERIZING... Warmhearted... Darkly humorous.”  
- Hartik Stuever, Washington Post

“VOLCANIC... With humor and inquisitiveness, Fox has delivered 2010’s most alarming wake-up call.”  
- Michael Tully, Hammer To Nail

Join us for “GasLand”

See Josh Fox's cross-country odyssey to find out if the process of hydraulic fracturing techniques for extracting natural gas is safe. Interviewing families, whistle-blowers, congressmen, and scientists, Josh learns of things gone horribly wrong, from illness to flammable water.

“Friday Night At The Meaningful Movies”
www.meaningfulmovies.org
7 PM FRIDAY, Apr 15, 2011
Keystone Congregational United Church of Christ
5019 Keystone Place N., Seattle

0.4 miles west of I-5 NE 50th St. Exit - Metro Bus Rtes 16, 26 & 44 (FREE and open to the public, ...donations are kindly accepted)